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!! There are two primary ways in which the structureThere are two primary ways in which the structure

of chromosomes can be alteredof chromosomes can be altered

–– 1.  The total amount of genetic information in the1.  The total amount of genetic information in the

chromosome can changechromosome can change

"" Decrease: Deficiencies/DeletionsDecrease: Deficiencies/Deletions

"" Increase: Duplications & InsertionsIncrease: Duplications & Insertions

–– 2.  The genetic material may remain the same, but is2.  The genetic material may remain the same, but is

rearrangedrearranged

"" InversionsInversions

"" TranslocationsTranslocations

Alterations in Chromosome StructureAlterations in Chromosome Structure



Chromosomal abberations/ 
rearrangements

deletion

Duplication

Inversion

translocation. 



Chromosomal 
abberations/ 

rearrangements

• For chromosomal rearrangement to occur, there has to be  
two or more double-stranded breaks in the chromosomes of a 
cell. 

• DSBs are potentially lethal, unless they are repaired by repair 
enzymes. 



Chromosomal 
rearrangements

• If the two ends of the same break are rejoined, the original 
DNA order is restored.

• If the ends of two different breaks are joined together, results 
in a chromosomal rearrangement.

• The only chromosomal rearrangements that survive meiosis 
are those that produce DNA molecules that have one 
centromere and two telomeres. 



Chromosomal 
rearrangements

• acentric chromosome: 
Without a centromere

• Do not get dragged to either 
pole at anaphase of mitosis 
or meiosis

• Are not incorporated into 
either progeny nucleus. 
Therefore acentric 
chromosomes are not 
inherited. 



Chromosomal Re-arragements

• Dicentric chromosome: With 
two centromere

• pulled simultaneously to 
opposite poles at anaphase, 
forming an anaphase bridge.

• Generally do not get 
incorporated into 

either progeny cell.



Chromosomal 
Re-arragements

• A chromosome lacking 
a telomere, cannot 
replicate properly

• The larger the segment 
that is lost or 
duplicated, the more 
chance, that it will 
cause phenotypic 
abnormalities. 



Chromosomal Deletions
• A Kind of Unbalanced rearrangements 

• A deletion is the loss of a segment within 
one chromosome 

• they do not revert

• change the gene dosage of a 
chromosome segment.

49715.2 Changes in chromosome structure

mosomal rearrangements by breakage can be induced 
artificially by using ionizing radiation. This kind of radia-
tion, particularly X rays and gamma rays, is highly ener-
getic and causes numerous double-stranded breaks in
DNA.

To understand how chromosomal rearrangements
are produced by breakage, several points should be kept
in mind:

1. Each chromosome is a single double-stranded DNA
molecule.

2. The first event in the production of a chromosomal
rearrangement is the generation of two or more
double-stranded breaks in the chromosomes of a cell
(see Figure 15-19, top row at left).

3. Double-stranded breaks are potentially lethal, unless
they are repaired.

4. Repair systems in the cell correct the double-stranded
breaks by joining broken ends back together (see
Chapter 14 for a detailed discussion of DNA repair).

5. If the two ends of the same break are rejoined, the
original DNA order is restored. If the ends of two
different breaks are joined together, however, one
result is one or another type of chromosomal
rearrangement.

6. The only chromosomal rearrangements that survive
meiosis are those that produce DNA molecules that
have one centromere and two telomeres. If a
rearrangement produces a chromosome that lacks a
centromere, such an acentric chromosome will not be
dragged to either pole at anaphase of mitosis or
meiosis and will not be incorporated into either
progeny nucleus. Therefore acentric chromosomes are
not inherited. If a rearrangement produces a
chromosome with two centromeres (a dicentric), it
will often be pulled simultaneously to opposite poles
at anaphase, forming an anaphase bridge. Anaphase
bridge chromosomes typically will not be incorporated
into either progeny cell. If a chromosome break
produces a chromosome lacking a telomere, that
chromosome cannot replicate properly. Recall from
Chapter 7 that telomeres are needed to prime proper
DNA replication at the ends (see Figure 7-24).

7. If a rearrangement duplicates or deletes a segment of
a chromosome, gene balance may be affected. The
larger the segment that is lost or duplicated, the more
likely it is that gene imbalance will cause phenotypic
abnormalities.

Another important cause of rearrangements is 
crossing-over between repetitive DNA segments. In or-
ganisms with repeated short DNA sequences within one
chromosome or on different chromosomes there is am-
biguity about which of the repeats will pair with each
other at meiosis. If sequences pair up that are not in the

same relative positions on the homologs, crossing-over
can produce aberrant chromosomes. Deletions, duplica-
tions, inversions, and translocations can all be produced
by such crossing-over (see Figure 15-19, right side).

There are two general types of rearrangements, bal-
anced and unbalanced. Balanced rearrangements change
the chromosomal gene order but do not remove or du-
plicate any DNA. The two simple classes of balanced re-
arrangements are inversions and reciprocal transloca-
tions. An inversion is a rearrangement in which an
internal segment of a chromosome has been broken
twice, flipped 180 degrees, and rejoined.

A C B D

A B C D

A reciprocal translocation is a rearrangement in which
two nonhomologous chromosomes are each broken once,
creating acentric fragments, which then trade places:

Break

Reciprocal
translocation

Break

Sometimes the DNA breaks that precede the forma-
tion of a rearrangement occur within genes. When they do,
they disrupt gene function because part of the gene moves
to a new location and no complete transcript can be made.
In addition, the DNA sequences on either side of the re-
joined ends of a rearranged chromosome are ones that are
not normally juxtaposed. Sometimes the junction occurs
in such a way that fusion produces a nonfunctional hybrid
gene composed of parts of two other genes.

Unbalanced rearrangements change the gene dosage
of a chromosome segment. As with aneuploidy for whole
chromosomes, the loss of one copy of a segment or the ad-
dition of an extra copy can disrupt normal gene balance.
The two simple classes of unbalanced rearrangements are
deletions and duplications. A deletion is the loss of a seg-
ment within one chromosome arm and the juxtaposition
of the two segments on either side of the deleted segment,
as in this example, which shows loss of segment C–D:

A B C ED

A B E

A duplication is the repetition of a segment of a
chromosome arm. In the simplest type of duplication,
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Variations in Chromosome Structure: DeletionsVariations in Chromosome Structure: Deletions

!! The effect of a deletion depends on whatThe effect of a deletion depends on what

was deleted.was deleted.

–– A deletion in one allele of a homozygous wild-A deletion in one allele of a homozygous wild-

type organism may give a normal phenotypetype organism may give a normal phenotype

"" while the same deletion in the wild-type allele of awhile the same deletion in the wild-type allele of a

heterozygote would produce a mutant phenotype.heterozygote would produce a mutant phenotype.

–– Deletion of the Deletion of the centromere centromere results in anresults in an

acentric acentric chromosome that is lost, usually withchromosome that is lost, usually with

serious or lethal consequences.serious or lethal consequences.

"" No known living human has an entire No known living human has an entire autosomeautosome

deleted from the genome.deleted from the genome.



Deletion Causative Agents

heat radiation viruses

chemicals Transposable 
elements

errors in 
recombination



Terminal Deletions

Off the End



Intercalary Deletions

From the Middle



Recognizing Deletions

Intercalary

Terminal



Homologous Pairs?

Intercalary

Terminal

Hemizygous

Hemizygous: gene is present in a single dose.



Deletions

…result in partial monosomy,

…the organism is monosomic for the
portion of the chromosome that is
deleted

e.g terminal deletion of the small arm
(petite arm) of chromosome 5,



Cri-du-chat Syndrome
(46, -5p)



Chromosomal Duplication
• A duplication is the repetition of a segment

of a chromosome arm

• the duplicate segment can attach at a
different position on the same
chromosome, or on a different
chromosome.

498 Chapter 15 • Large-Scale Chromosomal Changes

A B C ED

A B C C D E

the two segments are adjacent to each other (a tandem
duplication), as in this duplication of segment C:

A
Normal sequence

Paracentric

Pericentric

C E FD

A

B

B C E D F

A D C B E F

However, the duplicate segment can end up at a differ-
ent position on the same chromosome, or even on a dif-
ferent chromosome.

The following sections consider the properties of
these balanced and unbalanced rearrangements.

Inversions
Inversions are of two basic types. If the centromere is
outside the inversion, the inversion is said to be paracen-
tric. Inversions spanning the centromere are pericentric.

5´ 
3´

3´
5´

A P B C D

Breakpoints between genes
Normal sequence

5´ 
3´

3´ 
5´

A P B C D
3´
5´ 3´

5´ 3´
5´ 3´

5´

P P P

PPP

Breaks in DNA

5´ 
3´

3´
5´

A P C B D
3´
5´ 3´

5´ 3´
5´ 3´

5´ 

P

PP

Inverted alignment

5´
3´

3´ 
5´

A P C B D

P

PP

Joining of breaks to complete inversion

Inversion

Inversion

Inversion

5´
3´

3´ 
5´

A P “C ” “C ”B          D

P

PP

One breakpoint between genes
One within gene C (C disrupted)

5´
3´

3´ 
5´

A P C    B   

P

PP

Breakpoints in genes A and D 
Creating gene fusions

D A D

Because inversions are balanced rearrangements, they
do not change the overall amount of genetic material, so
they do not result in gene imbalance. Individuals with in-
versions are generally normal, if there are no breaks within
genes. A break that disrupts a gene produces a mutation
that may be detectable as an abnormal phenotype. If the
gene has an essential function, then the breakpoint acts as
a lethal mutation linked to the inversion. In such a case,
the inversion cannot be bred to homozygosity. However,
many inversions can be made homozygous, and further-
more, inversions can be detected in haploid organisms. In
these cases, the breakpoints of the inversion are clearly not
in essential regions. Some of the possible consequences of
inversion at the DNA level are shown in Figure 15-20.

Figure 15-20  Effects of
inversions at the DNA level.
Genes are represented by A,
B, C, and D. Template strand
is dark green; nontemplate
strand is light green; jagged
lines indicate where breaks
in the DNA produced gene
fusions (A with D) after
inversion and rejoining.
The letter P stands for
promoter; arrows indicate
the positions of the
breakpoints.
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Variations in Chromosome Structure: DuplicationsVariations in Chromosome Structure: Duplications

––Tandem duplications areTandem duplications are
adjacent to each other.adjacent to each other.

––Reverse tandemReverse tandem
duplications result in genesduplications result in genes
arranged in the oppositearranged in the opposite
order of the original.order of the original.

––Tandem duplication at theTandem duplication at the
end of a chromosome is aend of a chromosome is a
terminal tandem duplicationterminal tandem duplication

–– (Figure 8.6). (Figure 8.6).Duplications



Duplications
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Duplications add material to the genomeDuplications add material to the genome



Duplication: example 

• Drosophila eye shape allele
– Bar
– Phenotype: reduces the number of eye facets,

giving the eye a slit-like rather than oval
appearance

– The Bar allele resembles an incompletely
dominant mutation



Duplications: example 

• Females heterozygous for Bar have
– a kidney-shaped eye
– Larger
– more faceted than that in a female homozygous for Bar.

• Males hemizygous for Bar have slit-like eyes like those
of a Bar/Bar female.

• Cytological examination of chromosomes showed
that the Bar allele results from duplication of a small
segment (16A) of the X chromosome.
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Fig. 8.7  Chromosome of Fig. 8.7  Chromosome of DrosophilaDrosophila strains strains
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Duplication loops form when chromosomesDuplication loops form when chromosomes

pair in duplication pair in duplication heterozygotesheterozygotes

!! In prophase I, the duplication loop canIn prophase I, the duplication loop can

assume different configurations thatassume different configurations that

maximize the pairing of related regionsmaximize the pairing of related regions



Duplication Cause and Effect

Causes:
– from unequal crossing over,
– errors in replication during S-Phase.
– X-rays  

Effects:
– produces phenotypic variation
– an important source for genetic variability during 

evolution.



Unequal Crossing Over
Produces both duplications and deletions!



Chromosomal Inversions
Aberrations in which a portion of the 
chromosome is turned around 180o.

Inversions are of two basic types: 
• Paracentric
• Pericentric



Inversions
• Inversions are also called balanced

rearrangements

– As there is no change the overall amount of
genetic material, hence no gene imbalance.



Inversions
• Individuals with inversions are generally

normal, if there are no breaks within genes.

• A break that disrupts a gene may produce
a mutation that may be detectable as an
abnormal phenotype.



1. Paracentric Inversion

...an inversion in which the centomere 
is not included,

A B C

...Hence, a paracentric inversion does not 
change arm length ratio.

BA CB A



Inversion Heterozygotes

…an organism with one wild-type and one 
chromosome containing an inversion,

A B C

…not heterozygous for the genes, heterozygous 
for the chromosomes.

AB C



Inversions: Common observations
• Linked genes are often inverted together.

• The meiotic consequence of inversion
depends on whether it occurs in a
homozygote or a heterozygote.

• A homozygote will have normal meiosis.



Inversions
• The effect in a heterozygote depends on

whether crossing-over occurs or not

– If there is no crossing-over, no meiotic problems
occur.

– If crossing-over occurs in the inversion, unequal
crossover may produce serious genetic

consequences.



inversion heterozygote
• The location of the inverted segment can

be detected microscopically.

• During meiosis, one chromosome twists
once at the ends of the inversion to pair
with the other untwisted chromosome; in
this way the paired homologs form a visible
inversion loop
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Inversion Inversion heterozygotes heterozygotes reduce the number ofreduce the number of

recombinant progenyrecombinant progeny

!! Inversion loop inInversion loop in

heterozygote formsheterozygote forms

tightest possibletightest possible

alignment ofalignment of

homologous regionshomologous regions



Inversion Loop
no crossing over



Produces haploid gamete.

Paracentric



Produces gamete with inversion.

Paracentric



Produces a chromosome with two centromeres.
Nonviable gametes.

Paracentric



Dicentric
...a chromosome having two centromeres;



Dicentric

…results only when the crossing over occurs 
within the region of the paracentric 
inversion,  



No centromeres. Deletions.

Nonviable gametes.

Paracentric



Acentric

…a chromosome having no 
centromeres,

…segregates to daughter cells 
randomly, or is lost during cell division,

…deletions impart partial monosomy. 



Paracentric Outcomes

1 Normal Gamete, 1 Inversion Gamete, No Crossover Classes

Recombination is not inhibited, but recombinant gametes are selected against.
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Gametes produced from Gametes produced from pericentric pericentric and and paracentric paracentric inversions areinversions are

imbalancedimbalanced



2. Pericentric Inversion

...an inversion in which the 
centromere is included,

A B C

A BC

...a pericentric inversion results in a change 
in chromosome arm length.



Pericentric
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Gametes produced from Gametes produced from pericentric pericentric and and paracentric paracentric inversions areinversions are

imbalancedimbalanced



Recombination and Inversions
• Paracentric and Pericentric;

– 1 Normal Gamete,
– 1 Inverted Gamete,
– No Crossover Classes = No Recombination,

Inversions select against recombinant gametes, 
thus preserves co-segregation of specific alleles.



Inversion
• In an inversion, the total amount of genetic

information stays the same therefore most have
no phenotypic consequences

• In rare cases, inversions can alter the phenotype
of an individual due to
– Breakpoint effect: The breaks leading to the

inversion occur in a vital gene.

– Position effect: A gene is repositioned in a way
that alters its gene expression.



Inversions and Evolution
• Inversions ‘lock’ specific alleles together,
– all offspring get the alleles from either a wild-

type, or inverted chromosome,

• If the ‘set of alleles’ is advantageous, the 
set can be maintained in the population.

• About 2% of the human population carries 
inversions that are detectable with a light 
microscope 



Translocations

aberration associated with the
transfer and attachment of a
chromosomal segment to a new
location in the genome



translocations

Reciprocal/balanced 
Translocations

Nonreciprocal 
translocations e.g. 

Robertsonian (unbalanced) 
Translocation
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Fig. 8.11  TranslocationsFig. 8.11  Translocations

Both types of translocations are capable of causing
disease in humans.



Reciprocal Translocation



Terminal Translocation



Robertsonian Translocations
resulting in the fusion of long arms of 
acrocentric chromosomes,



Robertsonian translocation
• Breaks occur at the extreme ends of the

short arms of two non-homologous
acrocentric chromosomes

• The larger fragments fuse at their
centromeric regions to form a single
chromosome

• The small acrocentric fragments are
subsequently lost.



Robertsonian translocation
• This type of translocation is the most

common type of chromosomal
rearrangement in humans.

• Robertsonian translocations are seen in
human chromosomes 13, 14, 15, 21 the
acrocentric chromosomes



Three ways  leading to Down syndrome

• 95% people have three separate copies of chromosome 
21 - trisomy 21

Non-disjunction

Non-disjunction

• 1% have mosaicism with normal and trisomy 21 cell lines 
(and usually have much milder features because of the 
presence of the normal cells); - occurs post zygotically

• 4% have the extra copy of chromosome 21 because of a 
translocation (Familial down syndrome)



Familial Down Syndrome



Familial Down Syndrome
214 8  CHROMOSOME MUTATIONS: VARIATION IN NUMBER AND ARRANGEMENT

One common type of translocation involves 
breaks at the extreme ends of the short arms of 
two nonhomologous acrocentric chromosomes. 
These small segments are lost, and the larger 
segments fuse at their centromeric region. This 
type of translocation produces a new, large sub-
metacentric or metacentric chromosome, often 
called a Robertsonian translocation.

One such translocation accounts for cases 
in which Down syndrome is familial (inher-
ited). Earlier in this chapter, we pointed out 
that most instances of Down syndrome are 
due to trisomy 21. This chromosome composi-
tion results from nondisjunction during meio-
sis in one parent. Trisomy accounts for over 
95 percent of all cases of Down syndrome. In 
such instances, the chance of the same parents 
producing a second affected child is extremely 
low. However, in the remaining families with a 
Down child, the syndrome occurs in a much 
higher frequency over several generations—it 
“runs in families.”

Cytogenetic studies of the parents and 
their offspring from these unusual cases explain 
the cause of familial Down syndrome. Analysis 
reveals that one of the parents contains a 14/21, 
D/G translocation (Figure 8–18). That is, one 
parent has the majority of the G-group chro-
mosome 21 translocated to one end of the D-
group chromosome 14. This individual is phe-
notypically normal, even though he or she has 
only 45 chromosomes and is referred to as a bal-
anced translocation carrier. During meiosis in 
such an individual, one of the gametes contains 
two copies of chromosome 21—a normal chro-
mosome and a second copy translocated to chromosome 
14. When such a gamete is fertilized by a standard haploid 
gamete, the resulting zygote has 46 chromosomes but three 
copies of chromosome 21. These individuals exhibit Down 
syndrome. Other potential surviving offspring contain ei-
ther the standard diploid genome (without a translocation) 
or the balanced translocation like the parent. Both cases re-
sult in normal individuals. In the fourth case, a monosomic 
individual is produced, which is lethal. Although not illus-
trated, adjacent-2 segregation is also thought to occur, but 
rarely. Such gametes are unbalanced, and upon fertilization, 
lethality occurs.

The above findings have allowed geneticists to resolve 
the seeming paradox of an inherited trisomic phenotype 
in an individual with an apparent diploid number of chro-
mosomes. It is interesting to note that the “carrier,” who has 
45 chromosomes and exhibits a normal phenotype, does not 
contain the complete diploid amount of genetic material. 

A small region is lost from both chromosomes 14 and 21 
during the translocation event. This occurs because the ends 
of both chromosomes have broken off prior to their fusion. 
These specific regions are known to be two of many chromo-
somal locations housing multiple copies of the genes encoding 
rRNA, the major component of ribosomes. Despite the loss of 
up to 20 percent of these genes, the carrier is unaffected.

8.9

Fragile Sites in Human 
Chromosomes Are Susceptible  
to Breakage

We conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of the results 
of an intriguing discovery made around 1970 during obser-
vations of metaphase chromosomes prepared following hu-
man cell culture. In cells derived from certain individuals, a 
specific area along one of the chromosomes failed to stain, 

21 14 Translocation
carrier 14/21Normal

Gamete formation

Gametes

Chromosome number

Normal

46

Translocation
carrier

45

Trisomy 21
(Down)

46

Monosomic
(lethal)

45

FIGURE 8–18  Chromosomal involvement and translocation in familial 
Down syndrome. The photograph shows the relevant chromosomes from a 
trisomy 21 offspring produced by a translocation carrier parent.



Translocations: Features
• Two different, non-homologous chromosomes are

broken and rejoined to each other.

• All the genes are present, so an individual with a
translocation can be completely normal.

• an individual heterozygous for a translocation
can have fertility problems



Translocations: Pairing At Meiosis 1

• Translocations have pieces of two different
chromosomes attached together, Hence

– they pair up in a cross-like/cruciform
configuration.



Cruciform Structure

• Three-dimensional, not flat,

• There is ambiguity about which
centromeres are attached to which pole of
the spindle. And how segregation will
occur?





segregation at 
Anaphase

Alternate segregation,
where centromeres on
opposite sides of the
cross go to the same pole

Adjacent segregation (I and
II), where centromeres on
the same side of the cross
go to the same pole



Alternate Segregation
centromeres on opposite
sides of the cross go to the
same pole in anaphase

• It results in euploid
gametes

• 50% of gametes get both
of the normal
chromosomes

• 50% of the gametes get
both of the translocation
chromosomes.



Adjacent Segregation I and II
• centromeres on the same side
of the cross go to the same
pole

• Adjacent segregation results in
aneuploid gametes (which die)

• each gamete gets one normal
chromosome and one
translocation chromosome,

• Hence, some genes are
duplicated and some deleted
in each gamete.

.



Translocation heterozygote

• Alternate and adjacent segregation occur with about
equal frequency, so in a translocation heterozygote
about half the gametes are euploid and viable, and the
other half are aneuploid and result in a dead embryo

• This condition with 50% progeny of parents heterozygous
for a reciprocal translocation surving is called
semisterility It results in partial monosomy or trisomy,
leading to a variety of birth defects.



Compound chromosome
• One chromosome can fuse with its

homologue or two sister chromatids can
become attached to one another forming
a single genetic unit.

• Can exist stably till division

• It can also be formed by union of two
segments of homologous chromosomes.





Compound chromosome
• In Drosophila right arms of chromosome

number two may detach from their left
arms and fuse at centromere. This is called
ISOCHROMOSOME (As two arms are
equivalent).

• Compound chromosome therefore differ
from translocations as these involve
homologous chromosome segments



Compound chromosome
• First discovered in Drosophila 1922 by Lilian

morgan

• Formed by union of two X chromosome 
(double-X/attached X chromosome)

• These flies produce two types of eggs: 
diplo-X or nullo-X


